Proportioners

ACCUDOSE SERIES
- Dispenses wide variety of automatically diluted solutions into spray bottles, buckets, auto scrubbers, etc. with touch of a button
- Inlet and outlet fittings allow for 2 or more units to be linked so systems can be customized
- Available with 1, 2 or 3 buttons

HYDROFLO SERIES
- Faucet Proportioner
  - Dilutes concentrate directly from container into the water stream from faucet
  - Delivers diluted cleaning solutions at touch of a button through color coded metering tips
  - Siphon breaker built into HydroFlo proportioner prevents back-flow, keeping cleaning products out of fresh water supply

HYDROFOAMER/SPRAYER SERIES
- Offers automatic dilution with convenient control of where and how solution is applied
- Non-electric, no installation required
- Compact, easy to store
- Increases productivity of employees, eliminates time of manually mixing concentrates

HYDROPUMP II
- Dispenses liquid into buckets, sinks or other reservoirs, without lifting or tipping the container of concentrate
- Field-adjustable to deliver 1/2, 3/4, or 1oz. per push
- Ideal for manual warewash products such as detergents, sanitizers or presoaks

ACCUDOSE SERIES
- 1 BUTTON | 1-1 gpm | HYD3830AG-2
- 2 BUTTON | 2-1 gpm | HYD3841AG-2
- 3 BUTTON | 3-1 gpm | HYD3850AG-2

HYDROFOAMER/SPRAYER SERIES
- 1 BUTTON | 1-1 gpm | HYD3830AG-2
- 2 BUTTON | 2-1 gpm | HYD3841AG-2
- 3 BUTTON | 3-1 gpm | HYD3850AG-2

HYDROPUMP II
- HYD616

HYDROFOAMER/SPRAYER SERIES
- HYD481

HYDROFLO SERIES
- HYD630